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discs 001 - 279 are identical to the "totally 80s" disc series but are from the 1980s. the regular price for a single disc is $8,99 and for the collection price is
$57,99. there are a total of eight discs in the series, but the last four are all from the 1990s. check them out! now, let's resume the business! what on earth
are sunfly, legends, sound choice, party tyme, sweet georgia brown, stingray, vocal star, zoom and all the rest surely they have nothing to do with the
genres of music you like to sing or that the music comes from a computer or a disc. and they are everywhere. the answer is: they are karaoke companies
and labels that produce and distribute karaoke versions of music. some of the above mentioned karaoke companies produce their own content, i.e., they
make new recordings of your favourite tracks fit for karaoke use. other may buy these karaoke versions from music producers and just distribute them on
discs or as digital files. we'll get into the details now. furthermore, they have an active website where you can buy the monthly releases. moreover, you can
buy single tracks and custom burn discs too. not only that, but you can actually hear a sample of the tracks before you buy them. indeed, their website is
quick loading too. furthermore, they have a good search engine. above all, the sunfly website is easy to navigate. so, let us move on to the page. below the
sunfly disc reviews, we have the karaoke jockey reviews. in other words, you get a place to get a quick feel for what all the karaoke stars are like. hence, we
always encourage you to read these to help you find the best karaoke jockey. clearly, this is the shack, so we will also give karaoke discs a place on this
page. however, we do encourage you to check out the karaoke jockey reviews and the sunfly disc reviews in the next pages. all karaoke discs covered here
are located on this page. this is so that you do not have to scroll back through the karaoke reviews!
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While Vinyl records are disappearing, they are still available. After all, they are a tangible item. If you have a record player, you can play them and enjoy
them. If you have a collection of Vinyl records that you cannot play, then it's time to part with them. This is usually the case for older records. If you want to
start collecting their new versions, then you need to get in touch with us. If you have dreams of becoming a professional karaoke vocalist/pianist,
singer/songwriter, you need to concentrate on your vocal skills first. Don't underestimate the power of practising a song over and over again until you can
sing it with your mouth slightly open. Eventually, you'll be able to produce an effortless and flawless vocal performance. A great tip: before you start singing
karaoke in public, practice the song so that you can stay calm and relaxed, and avoid singing like a robot. One of the more extravagant of the discs, is
Stingray's Star Hopper. The great thing about this disc is that you can select one of Stingray's original instrumentals from their discography to accompany
your vocal. This disc will cost you a little more than a standard disc, so make sure that you have saved up enough money for this Disc. When buying a disc
for karaoke use, you are looking for something that has a high replay value. This can be achieved by the CD cover, the CD artwork, the song selection, the
song order, etc. This disc has everything you need. One of the things that I like about this disc is that you can easily see the playback screen in the front of
the disc. Let's face it, it takes a lot of time to read the disc cover. 5ec8ef588b
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